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A S’well Idea
Ava Hosking 

Many students had heard of S’well water bottles before this school 
year, but little did they know they would soon be receiving one. 
S’well is a water bottle company that prides itself on its reusable and 
sustainable water bottles. Their bottles are generally $19.99-40.00, 
which can be expensive for a water bottle. However, this water bottle 
is worth the price. According to swellbottle.com, it keeps water cold 
for up to 24 hours and hot for up to 12. It is triple-walled, with vac-
uum insulated steel. The water bottles are also eco friendly, without 
any BPAs or condensation.

Clearly, the positive aspects of a S’well bottle outweigh the pros of the 
plastic water bottle, which contains BPAs and is not recyclable. While 
some students already have a S’well bottle, many do not. Most high 
schoolers either bring their own water bottle or buy one during lunch. 
At Millennium, there is even a vending machine for plastic bottles! 
When plastic bottles are recycled or thrown out, they never truly 
break down. As a result, most end up in storm drains and eventually 
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in bodies of water, harming wildlife. 

These reasons, along with others, are part of the reason why S’well and Mayor De Blasio have partnered to-
gether. The Bring IT NYC initiative proposes a plan to give every high school student in the city a S’well bottle, 
totaling 320,000 S’well bottles.

Bring IT NYC was formed by Sarah Krauss, the founder of S’well; she hopes to supply high school students in 
NYC with water bottles so that they are not buying plastic ones. Krauss states that S’well is collaborating with 
New York City because of the “positive benefit”. She believes that the 320,000 water bottles manufactured will 
be worth the cost because of its positive impacts.

With every high school student bringing reusable new water bottles to school, NYC can eliminate 54 million 
single use bottles being used. Not only will you reduce plastic waste, but you will also help bring NYC closer to 
their goal of reaching zero waste by 2030.  It will help S’well bottles get close to their own objective of eliminat-
ing one million bottles from waste. S’well, which partners with Unicef and other eco friendly brands, would also 
get more publicity, which could help more people buy their products, and support their cause. If more students 
use S’well bottles, plastic bottle companies will not have to produce as many, sending less toxic fumes into the 
air. 

Filling up a water bottle is not hard, and can have a huge impact on New York City. The less plastic that goes 
into a landfill makes a difference in the world. If you want to assist in preserving the planet, use your S’well 
bottle that was generously gifted to you by Sarah Krauss and her team. The act of using a water bottle can have 
a ripple effect on the environment. So next time you’re at lunch out, reaching inside the fridge to grab a Poland 
Springs, think about all the benefits of a S’well water bottle. 

Works Cited
Barron, James. “320,000 High Schoolers to Get Free Water Bottles. The Goal? 54 Million Fewer Single-Use 
Drinks.” The New York Times, The New York Times, 23 Sept. 2018, www.nytimes.com/2018/09/23/nyregion/
S’well-water-bottles-nyc-high-schools.html.
“BringIt NYC | S’well Bottle.” S’well® Official, www.S’wellbottle.com/bringitnyc/.
“Reusable Insulated Water Bottles | S’well® Bottle Official.” S’well® Official, www.S’wellbottle.com/?gclid=C-
jwKCAjw39reBRBJEiwAO1m0OfINDSCmSEzQM5M002R5R7elb4dPV_ZZbWJVM3KGOZU0xp2JnUlOF-
BoCdf8QAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds.
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What is No Kid Hungry? No Kid Hungry is an organization that was founded in 1984 by Billy Shore and his 
sister Debbie. It is a global organization, and works with schools, families, and companies to help limit hunger. 
The No Kid Hungry Club at Millennium High School is focused on donating money to the national. Their goal 
is to raise money to help decrease the amount of homes with food insecurity by helping to provide meals for 
kids in need. According to The New American, companies like JCPenney partner with the No Kid Hungry to 
support them.  

What does being hungry even mean? By this, we do not mean skipping one meal, but rather, being hungry for 
days or maybe even weeks at a time. According to the No Kid Hungry website, “1 in 6 children in America face 
hunger.” This means that many kids live in a home where food is limited, and they can’t count on having a meal 
every day. The No Kid Hungry club at Millennium raises awareness by fundraising for the organization through 
bake sales, candy grams, donations, or other organized events. The money is used to aid the number of house-
holds with food insecurity or schools that have trouble providing meals. This Halloween, the No Kid Hungry 
Club held and organized a bake sale. Thanks to the participation of many Millennium students and faculty, 
along with those who bought goods, our club raised a total of $165.

You can also support this organization by raising money yourself! For instance, you can open up a hot choco-
late stand or hold your own bake sale. After you raise money, you can donate the money to No Kid Hungry. Or, 
you can create your own fundraiser by going on the nokidhungry.org website. The website provides numerous 
opportunities to fundraise, like at an athletic event, a food event, or a birthday event. 

Make sure to keep an eye out for future events, and remember, your support counts!

No Kid Hungry Club
Catalina Ferrari-Millon, Elaine Ng, Luna Jordan-West

Unveiling Student Government & Ethics at Millennium

SGE is in the process of developing a peer leadership program for freshmen and sophomores. Members of SGE 
have kicked off this program with several advisory peer program sessions in the past months. They are halfway 
through bonding activities that are designed to create more approachable relationships between upper house 
and lower house advisories. SGE members on the committee have chosen peer leaders to represent each junior 
and freshman advisory. After this inaugural year, the peer leadership program will expand to the incoming 
freshman and the rising juniors.

Morning announcements welcome students every Monday and Friday morning with “Good morning Millenni-
um.” Monthly MHS Open Mics, a tradition the music lovers in SGE set in place last year, has started up again 
this year, and there are many more to come. This year, SGE is setting up a bulletin board outside the cafeteria 
in hopes of advancing communication between SGE and the student body. Not only can students be readily 
informed of new SGE initiatives, they can also now sign up for the Open Mic in a more convenient manner. 

SGE initiatives extend beyond the school building as well. SGE is trying to set up student discounts among lo-
cal retailers. In the midst of the blooming Financial District, lunch can cost students a pretty penny. The recent 
SGE survey was sent out by Ms. Benfield to gather insights on which lunch spots MHS students frequent and 
how much students spend on lunch on a regular basis. The undeniable truth is, not everyone can afford these 
pricey lunches on a daily basis. SGE members are currently conducting outreaches to local restaurants in hopes 
of securing lunch discounts for Millennium students.

Wenjing Lin 
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Full Moon 
“The tree blooms with the biggest blossoms that 
year…” says Moon herself in one of her most popular 
works, “The Arrangement”.  From an early age, writ-
ing and reading was something that always seemed 
to flow to her. “Writing has always been my way of 
navigating my place in the world, and language is 
where I feel most comfortable,” Moon said. Moon is a 
published author of How to Bury the Dead (selected 
poems) and she is also working on a new collection 
of poetry, titled Girl Country which explores many of 
her most common themes such as: adoption, infanti-
cide and women’s rights in India. Moon’s poems have 
appeared in J Journal, PANK, Southern Women’s Re-
view, and several other places. Moon has also received 
the Kundiman fellowship and the Binder Conference 
Scholarship. She is a new addition to Millennium 
High School’s Freshman English department. 

She was born in India, and was adopted and raised in 
Georgia. Growing up in Georgia is a very welcoming memory for Moon. “I grew up in Georgia, and my favorite 
part of living there would have to be the weather and the parks. We have beautiful mountains and waterfalls,” 
Moon recalled. Georgia being a “predominantly white space,” Moon says, was definitely a factor in her influ-
ence in writing about people of color. When asked who were her role models growing up, Moon replied, “Grow-
ing up as an adoptee, I never was surrounded by people who looked like me, which made it difficult to find role 
models. I think my role models were writers and women of color.” 

Becoming a teacher was another defining moment of Moon’s life. Moon felt most comfortable in her English 
classes, especially when other subjects were a bit of a struggle for her. Her English teachers made her feel 
welcomed and accepted. As a teacher now, Moon shares some of her favorite parts, “ I love helping my students 
improve their writing and reading skills. I especially love watching my students become more confident writ-
ers. One of my former students won a major writing prize, and I got to watch her receive her award on stage. 
However, teaching is also a challenge, I would say that the most difficult part of teaching English is the grad-
ing. There are always so many papers, essays, and projects to grade, and I want to make sure that my feedback 
helps my students become stronger writers. I think that another challenging aspect of teaching is finding time 
for yourself. Teaching is exhausting, demanding, and all-consuming, and it can be tough to find time for your-
self.,” Moon says. 

For Moon, her first published work was a new and exciting experience that she felt defined her as an author. “I 
think that I wanted to see my writing in the world. Writing is a solitary act, and for me, it felt special to share 
that process with others,” Moon says about publishing her work for the first time. Moon published How to Bury 
the Dead in 2011 with The Black Coffee Press and is working on finding a place to publish her new work. 

Moon is not only an accomplished author of several poems, but also an admired teacher. When looking for-
ward, she says “I’m not sure exactly. Maybe I’ll still be living in New York, or maybe I’ll move to a warmer 
climate. (I hate cold weather!) I think that I would still like to be teaching, in some capacity, and of course 
writing.” 

Samsara Shrivastava & Grey Downey 

MILLENNIUM

Ansley Moon Arts Salon taken from Flickr
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The Bane of the Seniors 
Senior William Kettle was looking forward to the weekend. He had one more day to go before he finally got a 
long deserved break from the tiring college process. Although he had college applications to finish and submit, 
at least he would be able to get a bit more sleep after November 1st. Or so he thought. “The weekend that the 
college advisors were forcing us to submit all of our applications was the weekend that I had the most work I’ve 
ever had in high school,” William remarked.

Seniors all over Millennium are overwhelmed with work. Walking through the hallways, you can hear them 
worrying and stressing about deadlines and assignments. Even sitting writing this article, seniors around me 
talk about how many schools they still have to write supplements for and apply to. The biggest issue with the 
college process is the amount of work that the students get assigned from teachers amidst this stressful pro-
cess. Millennium’s workload on its own is intense, just ask any student from any grade. The addition of this ex-
tra work that will determine where the students will attend college adds an abundance of stress that is evident 
throughout the entirety of the student’s senior year.

With college work, it is not something that can simply be done in one sitting. “You have to have a clear head 
and you can not be stressed while you are doing it, and that is very hard to do after a full day of school with a 
whole workload that is on your back,” says Lucas Tedone. Another senior, Lauren Vinales added, “I get home at 
like 4:30, and then just do college apps for like 3 hours, and then I still have to start my homework.” 

One of the greatest factors in how teenagers work is their sleep schedule. A study done by the National Sleep 
Foundation shows that a shocking 87 percent of american high school students do not get the recommended 
amount of sleep (Gregoire). This lack of sleep causes students to zone out during class, and to not understand 
what is happening in the class. Daria Roman attested to this, saying a student will get home later and have to 
wake up earlier. On top of that, the school claims to assign students about two to three hours of homework 
each night. With extracurriculars as well, many students tend to start their homework later in the evening, re-
sulting in late nights spent finishing up the assigned work. With the addition of Advanced Placement classes on 
top of all of this, you have a pretty good idea of why the average millennium student gets less than the recom-
mended 9 hours of sleep.

How exactly does the college process affect this already fragile sleep system? Many students concurred that 
they stay up later than usual to finish their college applications. Justin Bess even joked that the amount of 
homework he gets this year does not even affect his sleep schedule because he was already used to getting little 
to no sleep. Gabriela Castillo remarked that her homework absolutely affects the amount of sleep she gets. “I’m 
drowning,” she said, sitting next to her friend Nia Vignola, who was working on her supplements on her phone 
as we spoke. 

Supplements are essays that many colleges require for their applications. These essays must be personal to 
that school and its ideals, and so each essay takes a lot of work and research. For students applying to multiple 
schools, this is a massive struggle as they have multiple thoughtful essays to write on top of all the school work 
they must complete. One senior claimed that with all of the supplements they had to do, college applications 
were like a whole other class they are taking this year. Gabriela sighed as she explained how her applications to 
19 schools almost all required a supplement of some sort. The senior interviews made it evident that the stu-
dents found it difficult to find a balance between their college work and the required assignments they had to 
complete for school.

Lena D’amico says that she struggles with finding a calm environment as well. “We have college meetings every 
week, and then I get so stressed out because, oh crap, I have so much work to do this week.” The weekly college 
meetings during advisory for seniors are meant to keep them responsible and on top of their work. Their col-
lege work, that is. School work is up to them to keep up with, and the knowledge that first quarter senior year 
grades still counts can weigh heavily on them.

Sophie Rosenthal

MILLENNIUM
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Not all the seniors feel this way, however. Mahmuda Rakib laughed saying, “So we had a math test on friday, 
and ED and EA applications were due thursday… so I couldn’t study for the math test and I ended up totally 
failing because we just had no time to study for the test with the college applications. I guess that is an example 
of the opposite, my college apps affected my schoolwork.” Another senior, who wished to remain anonymous, 
claimed, “You’re worrying about college rather than what you’re doing right now because like, college is what 
decides your future.” 

Sources: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/teens-dont-get-enough-sleep-and-that-can-affect-
their-health/2018/08/10/7a3d1232-902f-11e8-bcd5-9d911c784c38_story.html?utm_term=.9f321ae65a56

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/7-scary-ways-sleep-deprivation-affects-teen-physical-and-mental-
health_us_55a7bd07e4b04740a3df0fb3

Affordability and Accessibility: Vegan Lunches Near MHS

We all love food. Who doesn’t? But we all have our restrictions. Some can’t have dairy, some can’t have gluten, 
and others just don’t want to do harm to animals. So, for all the vegans in our school, we set out in search of all 
the vegan, premade, and realistic lunch food options for out lunch in the neighborhood. We didn’t just search 
for the vegan options, but we wanted to find the cheapest ones, limiting ourselves to meals under $8.00. For 
convenience, we looked in the area immediately surrounding Millennium.

First, Pret a Manger has a variety of options. This is a popular chain, so there are different choices at different 
locations. This is what the one closest to our school has.

Pret a Manger: Two minute walk, 450 feet (60 Broad Street)
- Falafel and Beet Hummus Pot (mint, pomegranate, cucumber, sesame) for $3.29
- Overnight Oats (oats, coconut, chia, almond milk, pomegranate, apple, açai and berry puree) for $4.29
- Pret’s Açai Bowl (banana, granola and açai berry puree, topped with shredded apple, pomegranate seeds and    
   almond butter) for $5.99
- Moroccan Lentil Soup (lentils, caramelized onions, carrots,garlic, celery, turnips, balsamic vinegar, extra-vir
   gin olive oil, Moroccan spices) for $4.75
- Pumpkin Bisque (pumpkin puree, coconut milk, apple cider, sea salt, spices), a small for $4.99 and a large for 
   $6.79

Reuben’s has some delicious empanadas, taste tested by our vegetarian co-author, Zellie. While this place 
doesn’t just have vegan food, it’s extremely close by and near seating. 

Reuben’s: Two minute walk, 400 feet (75 Pearl Street)
- Empanadas, $5.75 each
   - Spinach
   - Corn
   - Spicy Tofu
   - Veggie Chili

And, we have Beyond Sushi. This is an all vegan restaurant with various kinds of sushi. So instead of putting 
their entire menu on this article, we have chosen to point out some of the menu items we find most interesting. 
One thing thing about this place is that because it is part of a bigger food court, it is hard to find. So make sure 
you know where to go before you have to rush there. 

Oona Gillespie, Jessica Levin, and Zellie Lipman

The Bane of the Seniors Con’t
MILLENNIUM
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Beyond Sushi: Seven minute 
walk, 0.3 miles (70 Pine Street)
- Piece sampler (4 pcs), $5.95
- Soups
   - White Miso $4.95
   - Chili Mushroom $.95
- Edamame (Side Salad) $4.95
- Dumplings (Contains 4 pieces 
each)
   - Smokey Tom $5.95
   - Fun-Guy $5.95
- Green Root (Noodle Salad), 
$6.25
- Paper Rice Wraps
   - Curry Flower $6.75
   - Sweet Bean $6.75
- Sushi Rolls (Contains 8 pieces 
each)
   - La Fiesta $7.50
   - Spicy Mang $7.50
   - Green Machine $7.50
   - Mighty Mushroom$7.50
   - Add-ons
   - Soy bean paper $1.25
   - Extra sauce $.75
   - Avocado $1.50
   - Tofu $1.50

Salads, a vegan staple, are an easy option for vegan meals near Millennium, but we also realize that constant-
ly eating salads gets boring. Though vegan options are often hard to come by, and many restaurants simply 
do not include any vegan alternatives, we found some of the best options in the immediate area surrounding 
Millennium. Between the vegan empanadas at Ruben’s and the overnight oats of Pret a Manger, there are 
vegan options for many different people and their food preferences. So here you go, a comprehensive list of the 
affordable vegan options near Millennium High School. Thanks for reading!

Citation by 

https://beyondsushi.com/
https://www.pret.com/en-us
http://www.rubensempanadas.net/

Affordability and Accessibility: Vegan Lunches Near MHS
Con’t

MILLENNIUM
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Get the Heck out of Dodge 
NATIONAL NEWS EDITORIAL

Dodge City, an historic town in Kansas, is at the 
center of controversy for all the wrong reasons, as it is 
connected to extreme voter suppression.

On average, a polling place covers around 1,200 peo-
ple in Kansas, but in Dodge City, with a population 
of around 13,000 plus, there is only one voting area. 
In other words, the polling place in Dodge City, the 
Civic Center, has over 10 times more voters than an 
average polling area in Kansas. In addition to this, 
the majority of the population in this area are either 
minorities or DACA dreamers, and 60% of residents 
are hispanic. As election day approaches, that voting 
area has been moved away.

Why, you may ask? Why is it that the voting area for 
13,000 people in a town is being moved past its bor

ders? Well, the county clerk said that the Civic Center would be under construction and would be inaccessible 
to voters. The county clerk, Debbie Cox, made her announcement in late September and was consequently met 
with outrage from citizens and the media. In light of the announcement and the negative reactions, the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), emailed Cox in order to fix the issue. The ACLU sought to open more polling 
locations inside of Dodge City that would be much more accessible to voters. In response to this, Cox gave out 
the wrong polling address to hundreds of people in the county, confusing them immensely. The ACLU tried 
again and reached out to Cox in order to publicize a voter helpline which would aid confused voters. Instead of 
replying to the ACLU, Cox forwarded the email to the Kansas Secretary of State’s Office with the message “This 
is what I got today from the ACLU, lol.”

Really! The right to vote is a staple American principle and has been around since the birth of democracy. The 
right to democracy of the citizens in Dodge City is held by Cox, meanwhile she’s cracking jokes to the Kansas 
Secretary of State’s Office. Instead of helping the democratic system by promoting fair and complete elections, 
Cox is jeopardizing the very system that this country is based upon. Tell me here and now, is that fair?

The Republican Secretary of State for Kansas is Chris Kobach, who, ironically enough, is running for governor 
of Kansas this year in an extremely tight race. Kobach attests that he has no role in this suppression and that 
the decision had nothing to do with him. Despite this, it does seem a little fishy that a Republican politician on 
the ballot this year is benefitting immensely from policy that makes it difficult for minorities, who tend to be 
Democratic, to vote. While there’s no concrete evidence that Kobach is guilty, it is pretty ironic.

Back to Cox. Cox attests that the change in polling place would not be a big deal at all because the access to 
polls would not change. But, the new voting area is outside of the city borders by many miles and is one mile 
away from the nearest bus stop. In addition, the voting area is in a place with no sidewalks, making it extreme-
ly difficult to get to. Many minorities in Dodge City do not have access to cars, as they are very expensive and 
difficult to maintain. It is almost as if these minorities are trying to climb an enormous wall; sound familiar? 
Only this time, the wall restricts democratic freedom and the right to vote… basic human rights.

Let’s backtrack. Why was this location different in the first place? Well, the location moved because of con-
struction, but is that a viable reason to move polling places in this case? No. As of Monday, October 29th, there 
was no construction at the civic center. The center looked completely usable and it was no big deal to drive, 

Oliver Cope

Image taken from The Digital Arkansas Times
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Millennials and Voting
In America’s government, citizens have the option to participate in elections in order to select politicians such 
as representatives for the House, Senators, and even presidents in federal elections. However, in more recent 
history, there have been concerns over the political views of the American people not accurately being reflect-
ed in many such elections, as a significant portion of Americans are not voting. According to the United States 
Election Project, an average of 59.7 percent of eligible voters cast their ballots in the 2016 presidential election. 
Of Millennials, it can be said that “young people voted at a similar rate to 2012—close to 50 percent.” meaning 
that “Approximately 22 million to 23 million people between the ages 18 to 29 voted in the 2012 election…”. 
While this may be of concern to many candidates relying on millennial votes to secure their position in office, 
we may look to certain age differences for explanation as to why millennials are not accurately reflecting their 
views in elections. In 2018, millennials and even younger generations view engaging in politics as a personal 
choice, not a civic obligation. Individuals, not authorities like “God,” police officers and presidents, are also 
credited with knowing best and thus electing candidates. But as individualism increases, only half of millen-
nials see themselves as patriotic, and less than a third consider themselves to be environmentalists. What is 
more, only 19% of millennials see themselves as generally trusting of others, compared to 40% of boomers, or 
those born after the second World War. However, we Millennials  support gay and interracial marriage, abor-
tion and marijuana. Such support is often expressed in more nuanced forms of political action such as political 
consumerism, buying or not buying a product for political reasons, and online activity. Thus, it can be said 
while Millennials should be encouraged to take part in our representative election process, the younger genera-
tions still express their political views in ways that can influence the electoral process. 

Works Cited 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/03/22/why-dont-millennials-vote/?utm_
term=.7dede95f4667&noredirect=on

https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/voter-turnout-2016/

https://casefoundation.org/blog/millennials-the-rise-of-the-everyday-changemaker/?gclid=CjwKCAjw39re-
BRBJEiwAO1m0OWVkl1-YnI0wMrveFX1q-Mx_ySfsdzEcOfCcnKDWXiGOIfMc-24w9RoCnmgQAvD_BwE

https://www.bustle.com/articles/192672-how-many-millennials-voted-in-the-2016-election-hillary-clinton-
donald-trump-fought-for-their

Antoni Jarecki 

NATIONAL NEWS EDITORIAL
park, and even walk up to the doors. The only construction in sight was off of the street and was certainly not 
blocking access to the center. 

Cox rejected the prospect of voting in schools and has so far given no answers to desired questions. The only 
hope for voter justice would be the opening of a new polling place… in 2020. 

The only question that remains is simple. How long? How long until there is voter justice in this country, 
especially for minorities? Throughout the history of this country, minorities have faced voter suppression in 
a variety of ways. How can we call ourselves a true democracy when so many of us can’t exercise our simple 
democratic rights? From tens of thousands of voters in Georgia in limbo to the archaic voter machines in Texas 
which have reversed votes before to changing the only polling place in a city to outside of its borders, voter 
suppression has not changed. Isn’t it ironic? America, land of the free, never ceases to restrict the abilities of its 
people.

Get the Heck out of Dodge Con’t
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Senator Elizabeth Warren Dispute

Senator Warren’s identification as Native American has sparked controversy with President Trump over the 
past few weeks. As she is light-skinned, Donald Trump has mocked and is in disbelief of these claims, referring 
to the Massachusetts Senator as “Pocahontas”. “I will give you a million dollars to your favorite charity, paid for 
by Trump, if you take the test and it shows you’re an Indian,” he said in June. Senator Warren, motivated by 
this incitement, took the test. The results revealed that she is in fact part Native American, but only by a sliver 
(CNN). An ancestor of hers, six to ten generations back, was indeed Native American. Trump then denied pre-
vious donation claims, even with the knowledge of it being recorded and circulating around.

Support for Senator Warren stems from the belief that she has the freedom to identify herself as a member of 
heritage because of her family history, no matter the percentage. Others however, agree with Chuck Hoskin Jr. 
in that she should not have identified as Cherokee. According to the New York Times, “‘Using a DNA test to lay 
claim to any connection to the Cherokee Nation or any tribal nation, even vaguely, is inappropriate and wrong,’ 
said Chuck Hoskin Jr., the tribe’s secretary of state. ‘Senator Warren is undermining tribal interests with her 
continued claims of tribal heritage’”. To associate as a citizen of (the Cherokee or any) tribe, one must be at 
least 1/32 Native American, which Warren is not.

Senator Elizabeth Warren graduated from Harvard Law school, recognized as the first female Cherokee profes-
sor in the 181-year history of HLS by the Crimson editorial. Due to these claims, Harvard commented on the 
situation, stating that the decision of her admittance “was entirely based on her extraordinary expertise and 
legendary teaching ability,” and that “this whole dispute is fabricated out of whole cloth and has no connection 
to reality.”

Warren, expected to run for the 2020 presidential race, has been accused of lying by opponent Brown during 
her (2012) Senate run. This whole debate could damage her chances at becoming president.

Article wrote with information cited from CNN, NY times, and The Atlantic.

Nicole Buiciuc 

NATIONAL NEWS EDITORIAL
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Straws: From Your Mouth to a Turtle’s 

Imagine you are sitting at your local diner. You 
ask the waiter for water and they bring it to you 
with a straw, as usual, and without thinking, you 
take off the paper covering and stick it in the cup. 
This simple action is what many people across 
the US and other parts of the world believe is one 
of the biggest issues in ocean pollution. After a 
viral video of a woman struggling to get a straw 
out of a sea turtle’s nose was released, thousands 
of people immediately tried to put a ban on 
straws and other single-use plastic items. Cam-
paigns, such as Give A Sip and Strawless Ocean, 
support this cause. Additionally, many other 
sea animals, such as whales and seals, have been found ingesting plastic litter. People are ready to take action; 
however, there are others that believe a ban on straws is not the best idea.

Plastic and litter fill our oceans. There is a patch of floating garbage that is double the size of France, but some 
people believe the fight to get rid of plastic straws is not worth it. This is because straws only make up .03% of 
the plastic that makes its way into the ocean every year. In fact, the majority of waste in the ocean comes from 
fishing nets, which make up 46% of the garbage patch. Some believe that straw ban supporters should focus on 
supporting laws that would restrict fisherman from dumping litter.. 

Plastic manufacturers do not want a ban on straws because they would get shut down. One of the most popular 
food chains, McDonald’s, voted against reconsidering the use of plastic straws because the major steps they 
would go through to make this change would not improve their sustainability image enough. Furthermore, 
straws are a necessity to some people with disabilities, such as those with motor planning issues and limited 
jaw control. An easy solution to this is keeping straws ready for people with disabilities in restaurants and oth-
er places where drinks are sold.

Plastic straws may not be the main item polluting the ocean, but they harm animals nonetheless. For most 
people, straws are not a necessity. There are simple alternatives that people and businesses can make, such as 
using paper straws, reusable straws, or only providing one by special request. As global citizens, it is import-
ant we take part in helping our planet as much as we can, even if that means carrying a reusable straw in your 
backpack.

Work Cited:
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2018/05/24/mcdonalds-shareholders-vote-keep-plas-
tic-straws/640916002/
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/04/plastic-straws-ocean-trash-environment/
https://www.peta.org/blog/plastic-straws-ocean-animals/
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/commentary/ct-perspec-straws-drinking-ocean-pollution-
movement-coffee-stirrers-plastic-straw-0618-story.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/plastic-straws-clog-ocean-hurt-fish-now-there-s-growing-n877356
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2018/07/11/627773979/why-people-with-disabilities-want-bans-on-
plastic-straws-to-be-more-flexible
https://www.strawlessocean.org/faq/

Hannah Ehrlich
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Developments on Mars
On October 4th, 1957, the Soviet Union made history by launching the first ever satellite into space, Sputnik 1. 
Four years later, in 1961, the United States launched its first astronaut, Alan Shepard, into space on a subor-
bital flight aboard Freedom 7. It has been fifty years since the infamous Neil Armstrong stepped on the moon 
and famously said, “One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” However, the twenty-first centu-
ry has brought new developments which significantly exceed a simple rocket flight. In fact, there have been 
many steps taken in order to see if life on another planet is a possibility and new discoveries on our neighbor-
ing-planet Mars bring a glimmer of hope. 

New studies under the scientists at Caltech have noticed that if liquid water exists on Mars, it could actual-
ly contain more oxygen than what was previously thought to be possible. In the last couple of years, one of 
NASA’s primary missions under their Mars program has been to discover whether or not living in this up-
side-down atmosphere can give us the support we get on Earth. Interestingly enough, data from one Europe-
an spacecraft has hypothesized that this prized resource may be found beneath the layer of ice located at the 
south pole of Mars. In addition to being located at the south pole, sources of water can also be found in salty 
pools. This is because the salt in the water would lower the freezing point, and it is absolutely crucial for water’s 
freezing point to decrease because temperatures average -81 degrees Fahrenheit and can drop to record lows of 
-200 degrees Fahrenheit.

One man in particular has created extremely strong and significant inventions in the past five years that we can 
use to send our first people to Mars by 2024. Elon Musk is the CEO of SpaceX, and has put much of his own 
money, time, and investments into it. Musk has a vision of launching cargo to Mars in 2022, two years prior 
to when humans would land. However, Musk and SpaceX still have a lot of work to do as their rockets have 
enough fuel to get to Mars but not to return to Earth. There is a lot that needs to be taken care of by Musk, 
SpaceX, and NASA. But, for right now, there are hopes that within the next decade humans will land on Mars

Sources: 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/10/181022171911.hthttps://www.businessinsider.com/spacex-
mars-landing-missions-paul-wooster-presentation-2018-8

Andrew Kaplowitz 

On October 2nd, 2018, Jamal bin Ahmad Khashoggi, 
59, visited the Saudi Arabian consulate in Istanbul. 
He was to receive the paperwork needed to marry 
his Turkish fiance, but he was never seen leaving the 
building. He was last seen alive by his wife and the 
general public at 1:19 pm, on that day.
This event led to many news reports and rumors. 
People began saying that he had been killed and 
dismembered inside, stirring curiosity from many 
around the world.

Khashoggi was a Saudi Arabian journalist and 
author. In the past, he was a general manager and 
editor for the Saudi Arabian newspaper Al Watan, as 
well as editor-in-chief for the Arab News Channel. A 
fierce opponent of the Saudi Arabian government, he 
had shown this throughout his life’s work as a jour-
nalist, constantly voicing his dislike for the king and 
prince of Saudi Arabia. Khashoggi claims that the 

Concerns Raised after US Resident is Murdered in Turkey 
Liana Krasnoff and Hannah Heeger
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Concerns Raised after US Resident is Murdered in Turkey 
Con’t 

WORLD NEWS

government of Saudi Arabia banned him from Twitter because they disagreed with his opinions, one of many 
actions the Saudi government took to limit his speech. Therefore, in September 2017, Khashoggi left Saudi 
Arabia in order to find a safer place to live in the United States.

Khashoggi’s disappearance led to much speculation. People suspected that he had been killed and dismem-
bered inside the consulate. Due to these claims, the Saudi consulate building in Istanbul, and the close resi-
dence of the Saudi consul general were inspected by both Saudi Arabian and Turkish officials on October 15th, 
around two weeks later. 

The Saudi government originally withheld information and the crown prince Prince Mohammed bin Salman 
denied all claims of Khashoggi’s death on October 2, and even went as far as insisting that Khashoggi had left 
the consulate that day minutes after entering. However, this statement received widespread skepticism. On Oc-
tober 6, the Saudi Arabian government sent a team to work with Turkish officials to look into claims. The next 
day, Turkish officials release that Khashoggi had indeed been murdered at the consulate, but Saudi officials 
continue to deny it, calling the allegation “baseless.”

More investigation by Turkey transpired, and on October 19, the Saudi public prosecutor said that the prelimi-
nary investigations show that Khashoggi had been killed due to an, “altercation,” and, “fistfight.”  

On October 20, eighteen days after the events had transpired, the Saudi government finally admitted that 
Khashoggi had been killed. 

Even after this confession, what the authorities were told was not necessarily the whole truth. The government 
professed that he had been strangled to death after a fight had broken out. Suddenly, on October 25th, this 
statement was proved to be false when Saudi Arabia’s attorney general revealed that the murder was planned.  
 
Recently, the Turkish pro-government newspaper Yeni Safak shared an audio recording that they claimed to 
have been recorded at the time of Khashoggi’s death. They stated that as soon as the journalist walked into the 
consulate, his fingers were cut off and he was later decapitated. 
 
Concerns have been raised, especially because a government committing murder in another country is a clear 
violation of sovereignty, something that could easily stain alliances, and threaten future safety. 

References:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamal_Khashoggi
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/turkey-suggests-khashoggis-remains-taken-out-of-consul-
ate/2018/10/19/14933600-d378-11e8-a4db-184311d27129_story.html?utm_term=.3ec2c616f245
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/21/death-of-dissident-jamal-khashoggi-mohammed-bin-sal-
man
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The NFL is in its seventh week, and teams like the Kansas City Chiefs (8-1) and the Los Angeles Rams (8-1) are 
putting on a show so far this season. There have been surprising moments, like the Cleveland Browns notching 
their first win in 635 days, as well as the emergence of Kansas City quarterback Patrick Mahomes as a superstar 
in the NFL.  However, behind the scenes, something arguably more important is going on.

It was nearly 2 years ago, August 26th of 2016 to be exact, that Colin Kaepernick began the famous protest of 
sitting while the national anthem was sung before kickoff of NFL games. This was an effort by him to silently 
protest police brutality and the oppression of people of color.  

Days after the protest was noticed, he gave a statement to NFL.com, in which he said: “I’m going to continue 
to stand with the people that are being oppressed. To me, this is something that has to change. When there’s a 
significant change and I feel that flag represents what it’s supposed to represent, and this country is represent-
ing people the way that it’s supposed to, I’ll stand. This is because I’m seeing things happen to people that don’t 
have a voice, people that don’t have a platform to talk and have their voices heard, and effect change. So I’m in 
the position where I can do that and I’m going to do that for people that can’t.”

Teammate Eric Reid joined him in kneeling during the national anthem of the following game that took place 
on September 1st.  Kaepernick elected to slightly change his protest from sitting to kneeling, as he felt it would 
help show he meant no disrespect towards America’s military. Later, Kaepernick announced his plan to donate 
one million dollars towards charities that focus on racial issues.

It would only take a few hours for Kaepernick’s protest to gain nationwide attention, as players from other NFL 
teams began kneeling on the same day, and the protest became something bigger than just Kaepernick himself. 
Over the rest of the month, protests about racial issues would continue through the kneeling of other players 
and teams from many sports, at the professional, collegiate, and high school level. Support for Kaepernick’s 
protest would spill over into October. The buzz around the protest eventually died down, even though Kaeper-
nick and other players would continue to kneel through the entire NFL season.

Kaepernick opted out of his NFL contract in March of 2017, in search of re-negotiating his deal with San Fran-
cisco or joining another team. In free agency, he met with the Seattle Seahawks, but came to no agreement, 
and received no other offers. When the start of the 2017 NFL season began, Kaepernick was not on a team. It 
became clear to all that Kaepernick would not be signed by an NFL team, because teams would not tolerate the 
attention that his protests had brought about last season, and since Kaepernick’s talent no longer outweighed 
his team’s tolerance for activism, he was out of a job.

Without Kaepernick being signed, other players would continue his fight against police brutality and the 
oppression of black people through the 2017 season. Star players like Marshawn Lynch and Michael Bennett 
voiced their similar opinions, and Michael Bennett would become a victim of such police brutality, which 
would only further his support for Kaepernick and racial justice. This led to a decrease in NFL ratings, as peo-
ple at home were boycotting watching the games to show their disagreement with the protest.

On September 22nd of 2017, following Michael Bennet’s statement regarding the way he was abusively treated 
by Las Vegas police, President Trump acknowledged what was going on in the NFL by saying: “Wouldn’t you 
love to see one of these NFL owners, when somebody disrespects our flag, you’d say, ‘Get that son of a bitch off 
the field right now. Out! He’s fired.”  

Players directly responded to President Trump via social media, and on the Sunday after Trump’s comments, 
over 130 players sat to silently combat his words.

Perhaps the most important event that would take place in this sequence was when Colin Kaepernick filed a 

SPORTS
Kaepernick 
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grievance for collusion against the NFL owners on October 17th. He and his lawyer claimed that “The NFL and 
its owners have colluded to deprive Mr. Kaepernick of employment rights in retaliation for Mr. Kaepernick’s 
leadership and advocacy for equality and social justice and his bringing awareness to peculiar institutions still 
undermining racial equality in the United States.”  

Then, in March 2018, the NFL owners approved a new policy that gave players the option to stay in the locker 
room during the National Anthem or to come out onto the field, with the rule being they must stand if they 
come out.

However, due to strong disagreement regarding the policy coming from the NFL Players Association, the en-
forcement of this policy was frozen, and no punishment has been dealt out to the numerous players that have 
protested this current NFL season, starting in August 2018, and still going on now.

In addition to the NFL protests that took place during August, Kaepernick’s case against the NFL was attempt-
ed to be dismissed by the NFL, but the arbitrator working the case found that there was sufficient evidence 
provided by Kaepernick’s attorney to take the case to trial, and not dismiss the case as the NFL had wanted.

Things would only get better for Kaepernick as August passed because, on September 3rd, Nike revealed 
Kaepernick as the face of their new advertising campaign. The ad shows Kaepernick’s face in black and white, 
with small letters that read: “Believe in something, even if it means sacrificing everything.” This campaign was 
met with great feedback from Nike’s ideal demographic. On September 19th, Nike’s stock closed at an all-time 
high price of eighty-five dollars, as a result of the Kaepernick campaign.
On October 7th, Eric Reid, who was the first of many players to kneel with Kaepernick, was signed by the Car-
olina Panthers. He voiced that he has no intention to “stick to sports” and that he will continue to kneel during 
the anthem in support of the same protest Kaepernick started in 2016.  

Kaepernick’s trial is set to be dated before the end of the 2018 calendar year, and while it is highly anticipated 
that he will not be able to prove collusion by the NFL owners to not sign him, it has been made clear that he will 
stay relevant no matter the outcome of the NFL trial. Through the windy road that the protest and Kaepernick 
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OP-ED
Transgender 
Kacey Reyes and Layla Izquierdo
The word ‘rights’ is defined as, “a moral or legal entitlement to have or obtain something or to act in a certain 
way” (Merriam-Webster). Many people in the United States have worked hard to earn and receive the rights 
they deserve and should never have been denied in the first place. More recently, some of  the rights of mem-
bers of the LGBT+ community have been taken away almost entirely. The Trump Administration is currently 
making an attempt to reverse federal changes made by the Obama administration that made gender designa-
tion a decision of the individual and not their gender assigned at birth. In doing this, the administration would 
be completely erasing the definition of transgender people from existence. I interviewed a personal friend of 
mine who is trans male or trans man. By definition, this means that he is a man who was assigned female at 
birth. He is 15 years old. He gave me his overall opinions on this issue in the following interview:

K: What are your overall thoughts on the acts being taken by the Trump Administration?

R: Overall I would say that I am infuriated being a trans male person. I find it demoting to be in a position 
where my rights are going to be taken away or potentially taken away. I think that we are taking a step back-
wards and contributing to lessening the identity of trans people. And this will not only affect trans people, but 
anybody who identifies with something other than male or female.

K: How does this currently affect you or how might it affect you in the future?

R: Right now I am mostly just seeing more activism and in the future if this law is passed myself and a lot of 
other transgender people would technically be erased essentially by the government which is definitely not 
okay. That would mean that I don’t have rights and a lot of other people wouldn’t have rights. This means that 
I wouldn’t get to have my name changed and  wouldn’t get my gender changed and I just wouldn’t get the life I 
was meant to live.

K: Is there anything that can be done to postpone or stop it or anything people can do fight against it in gener-
al?

R: Recently I’ve been seeing more activism defending the rights of transgender people, which is something we 
should’ve been seeing since the beginning of time and just seeing more people encouraging others and saying 
“go vote, go vote” is just what we need to be seeing in times like this.

K: Is there any final message you want to leave about the issue, about you or about transgender people in gen-
eral?

R: Personally, I just think that I am a person just as much as the person across from me is and we’re all just 
people. My gender identity shouldn’t have an affect on my rights as a person. I don’t think it’s fair perse to 
exclude someone from their own rights just because they don’t identify with the gender they were assigned at 
birth.

In the end, transgender rights are human rights and shouldn’t be a political discussion. By doing this the 
Trump administration is disregarding the lives and rights of an enormous group of people. As a community we 
must gather to fight against the administration in any way we can because any actions, even small ones, matter. 

Sources/References:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/24/trump-administration-gender-transgender-united-nations 
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There’s always this feeling of nervousness and 
dread when I hear that progress reports will be 
live on Jupiter Ed. Those feelings are later met 
with either disappointment, relief, or happiness 
when I log into my account. 

We are too obsessed with our grades. 

Nevertheless, I think that we have every right to 
be. One reason for this is environmental pres-
sure. As a junior, teachers, parents, and basically 
everyone tells us that this is the year that counts, 
this is the year you have to be the most well 
rounded student you can be, colleges like this 
type of student, etc. I believe this grade obses-
sion isn’t just a Millennium thing, or a student 
thing, it’s a society thing. Society tells us that 
being educated is important because if you’re 
educated, you’ll get a good job, and if you have a good job, you’ll reach the end goal: being a successful person. 
And we all want to be successful, right? 

Another reason for this obsession is so we can reach our increasingly high standards for ourselves. For many 
students, high school is the time when they really start to stress about their grades, because this is when they 
have to think about college. A 90 or above average is what most students strive to achieve, as it signifies the 
“ideal” student, the one Ivy Leagues would accept. To some of us, an 80 is disappointing, and even a 90 isn’t as 
good anymore, instead many students are staying up late, striving for a 98 or 100, chasing what we deem to be 
“perfection.” I’m not saying we should lower our standards, I’m merely pointing out the high standards many 
have for themselves. 

Eventually, this grade obsession leads to stress. I know the feeling of stress all too well, as I’ve been extremely 
stressed lately. I don’t think the amount of stress will ever decrease. Each year is more stressful than the one 
before. 

Life should be enjoyed, but instead we are making ourselves suffer in a sea of stress over grades that we can’t 
seem to get rid of. Students are just so obsessed with their grades that as I put it, the students’ “life are being 
sucked out of them.” That shouldn’t be the case. Grades are only a portion of our college transcripts. As stu-
dents that need to cherish life when we are young, we should not use our grades as an excuse to stay in and 
study for an entire week. We should not allow grades to define us. Instead, we should free ourselves from our 
pressure of grades. Do something fun once in a while and allow the horrible memories of our grades to be 
sucked out of our minds.              

Are We Too Obsessed With Our Grades?
Olivia Hom and Judy Dong

OP-ED
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At 14 years old, I have to say that not many life changing moments have occurred since the day I was born. 
Other than birthdays, the most important days of my life were the first days of a new school. I have been to 
three main schools throughout my life: Ps3 for elementary, Lab Middle School, and now, Millennium High 
School. At Ps3, academics weren’t as important. We had daily dance classes, lots of art, computer and typing, 
pottery, and music. We did receive grades, but they were on a scale from one to four, which to me, seemed like 
the perfect scale to be graded on. 

Getting into my first choice of middle school, Lab, was the greatest moment ever. I had high expectations, and 
one part of middle school that met my expectations were the friends. Like any newcomer, I had trouble with 
strangers at first, but over the years, my closest friends became my best friends, and former new people were 
suddenly big parts of my life. The biggest issue I had at Lab were how other student’s grades were different 
then mine. It felt as if the majority of the people I knew were better and smarter than me. For example, most 
of my friends got placed in the more advanced classes in subjects like math and science, while I didn’t. Lab was 
extremely competitive when it came to grades, and I did not want that to also be my experience in high school. 

My first couple of weeks here were a whirlwind of new people, teachers, and school priorities/rules. Already 
2-3 months into school, I think I have figured out quite a few aspects on the structure of the assignments and 
grading policies. For me, each teacher grades differently. Some are very picky about the things they want to be 
included, while others grade on a less specific, broader scale. One of the most surprising details was finding out 
that the subject does not affect how you are graded. For example, an “easy class” like art would be considered 
to be graded lightly, while a more labor-intensive subject like language, would be harder to pass. I found out 
the hard way; I put an average amount of effort in studying for a test in my Spanish 2 class, and I ended up 
receiving a very high grade. But a short while after, I discovered that I got an 89 percent on an art project that I 
expected to ace. This realization was one of the many discoveries I had the more time I spent in high school.

Along with the new grading systems, I also met new people that had opinions about  their own transition from 
eighth to ninth grade. Both of the two people that I talked to agreed that the workload in Millennium can some-
times be too much to handle. One girl said, “Millennium has been a shock of what high school is.” She also 
exclaimed that it is, “good to be challenged, but [there is] a lot more stress and pressure.” Similar comments 
were made by our second interviewee, who talked about her physical movement from middle to high schools, 
and exact details of the process that she wanted to be easier. She said, “Sixth grade was easy, seventh was hard-
er, but in eighth grade... we did nothing.”  After she made this comment, I asked her whether she thought that 
middle school should have prepared her more, or high school should have had a slower/easier transition. She 
thought it was a little bit of both. She stated, “middle school could have prepared more, and high school could 
have been a little easier.” Overall, the opinions and details given by three different people really help us see the 
tiny technicalities of the shift between two totally different grades, eighth and ninth grade.

Introduction to Millennium: A Freshman’s View of Ninth 
Grade So Far  
Lola Duek
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Millennium High School occupies 3 floors in a 35-floor building. Our student and staff population is nearing an 
astonishing 700, while the school was only built for 525. The high demand for our school has meant more in-
coming freshman than the school can optimally manage. This large amount of students has caused issues when 
it comes to classroom space and lengthy elevator lines. The need for another floor is undeniable. 

One thing came to mind when the issue of space in our building arose. Why could the school not have been 
established in a brick and mortar building? In the downtown area, most buildings are in a tall, thin structure. 
And if you were to a traditional school building, an existing building would have to be demolished, then a new 
building would have to be constructed in its place. The DOE would not have been able to fund such a project. 
Instead, the school was lodged in an office building, because after 9/11 a lot of offices were left unoccupied. In 
addition, the office building space fit the budget for the school from private and DOE fundraising. The school 
was established in 2002 and began taking in students in 2004 after construction had been completed. The area 
to be redesigned is smaller than the remaining floors below it. This is due to the structure of the building as it 
gradually ascends, becoming more narrow and compact.

Our school was designed to prepare students for college and to expose them to the liberal arts,  through a 
full four-year curriculum. Initially, this school was generated with a set of different expectations from other 
schools. The social environment in our school is friendly but not secluded. We are all involved in our communi-
ty, and we each take part in our educational environment. Our school has proven to be one of the greater choic-
es for incoming students to attend, with over 5,000 interested applicants yearly. These aspects have proven 
to impress a grand number of incoming freshman, and for this reason, Millennium High School has gained a 
splendid and highly elevated population in the past years. 

The major benefit of getting another floor is the needed expansion of the school. The school currently needs 
more space to operate at its full capacity. Classroom space and the small amount we have of it is a relevant 
issue. As you may know, the lounge space is used by teachers for multiple classes. However, the lounge was not 
meant as an open class space. It was originally meant to be kept vacant, but due to the lack of available class 
space for staff in addition to the increasing freshman demand, the lounge became a makeshift classroom. With 
another floor, there would be space for two to three rooms which would fix the issue with the lounge. Another 
irritable matter is locker room space. The girl’s locker room, located in the 12th-floor bathroom, is not ideal 
because there are not enough lockers for the two classes in session during a single period. This causes multiple 
students to share their lockers, due to the lack of space. More lockers would satisfy the needs of students, Cur-
rently, Millennium athletes have to attend the Brooklyn location in order to participate in their sports program. 
With a new floor, there would be space for another P.E. area. Additionally, there would also be more closed 
door testing rooms, a computer lab, running lanes for students, or a potential sound room.

However, the one thing standing between us and a 14th floor is funding. How and when will we achieve the 
requirements for getting another floor? The Department of Education (DOE) has displayed support on acquir-
ing another floor but hasn’t given us a confirmation. Because of the lack of response, no action can be taken. 
With a 14th floor, an elevator would most likely be included because of those who are not capable of physically 
walking up the tedious 4 floors. This would decrease the lengthy elevator line at the beginning, middle, and end 
of the day. Another approach to getting the funding for the school is enrolling more incoming freshman. The 
reason behind this conclusion is that when schools manage more students, their funding from the government 
increases. With more funding, more staff would be hired to teach the increasing number of students.
Even though our school has issues due to our lack of space, our school as of now has been prevailing and 
managing our spacing issues. Whereas we cannot expand our spacing just yet, students have created a sense of 
understanding with each other and have organized ourselves in a comfortable environment.
References:
Mr. McEvoy
Mrs. Richardson

14th Floor: Spilling the Tea
Marissa Rozario & Monica 
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Though in previous generations, many people may not have thought of mental health as such a pressing issue, 
it has become more and more prevalent in the twenty first century day the technology we use continues to ad-
vance. What was meant to help us communicate to others has ironically been closing us off from the rest of the 
world, causing many mental disorders such as depression, anxiety and much more, which can lead to severe 
physical distress, and on a more serious note, even heart disease. 

With percentages of students with depression increasing from 5.9% in 2012 to 8.2% in 2015, you would ex-
pect more attention to be given to these students. However, that isn’t the case. While adults are more likely to 
understand the discomfort of physical illnesses, they are less likely to sympathize with those who have a mental 
illness. According to 7 Millennium students who have been extremely overwhelmed with their workload, all 7 
of these students believe that an adult would be less inclined to help a student who has emotional discomfort 
than if they were physically ill. Besides the workload, students also have to balance their academic with their 
social lives, go to after school clubs, work on college applications and much more. Some of these students even 
have to face the pressure of being on a PSAL team, working to support their families, and more: all of which 
only further adds to the stress that builds up. Due to the attention that has recently been given to mental 
health, many studies have been done on which treatments each individual can seek since different factors such 
as age and gender affect how the individual copes with mental illness. As stated by Neel Burton M.D., many 
statistics have proven that women are more likely to develop depression as they tend to think about things 
more. They also are under more pressure than men, as they are expected to work, but maintain a home as well.     

Not  treating these illnesses causes damage to the students’ mindset and health. Not only will they become 
more stressed out, but neglecting these illnesses will also normalize them. These students are the future. And 
by neglecting these kids, what will eventually become of our future? America’s future? A study from the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health reported that in 2016, about 3.1 million students ages 12 to 17 had a major de-
pressive episode, which is 12.8% of that age group of the US population. Thus, mental health should be treated 
with more attention! 
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/issues/state-mental-health-america
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